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Case study – Energy reduced at Dame Pattie Menzies House

Building profile

Building owner ACT Government

Tenant Environment and Sustainable 
Development Directorate (ESDD)

Building Dame Pattie Menzies House (DPMH)

Location 16 Challis Street, Dickson, ACT

Site Twin (north and south)  
four level office buildings 

Net lettable Area 7226 m2 

Funding received $178,000 for Light Emitting Diode 
(LED) lighting upgrade (2011)

Background
Since 2005, numerous energy saving measures 
implemented at DPMH have resulted in an impressive 
reduction of annual tenant energy consumption by 68% 
and base building energy consumption by 24% as at 
June 2013.  
This outstanding reduction in energy consumption can 
be attributed to a range of energy reduction measures, 
significantly an extensive LED lighting upgrade 
throughout DPMH implemented in 2011.  This upgrade 
was made possible by loan funding accessed in 2011 
through the Carbon Neutral Government Fund (formally 
Resource Management Fund).  

“The LED upgrade to lighting at DPMH is one example of 
collaborative approach between ESDD and ACT Property 
Group in effectively identifying and delivering energy 
efficiency in our operations.”. 
The overall reduction in energy use has resulted in a 
National Australian Built Environment Rating System 
(NABERS) energy rating of 5.5 stars out of a possible 6 
for 2013.

“DPMH showcases what can be done 
with an older building without spending 
a great deal of money. The loan paid for 

itself in under two years. The LED lighting 
and other small things have added up to 

reduce annual energy consumption by 
over 68% from 2005.” 

Rob Jansen, ESDD Facilities Manager

LEDs were trialled in July 2011 and fully installed  
by the end of August 2011.  Data from the tenants’ 
electricity bills showing the performance of the 
combined measures is illustrated below.
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This initiative directly supports the government’s commitment to achieving carbon neutrality by 2020, 
visit www.environment.act.gov.au/climate_change/actgov_ops for more information.
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Tenant energy reduced by over 68%

Tenant Initiatives
Tenant energy conservation measures put into place 
since 2005:

2005-2012
Heating and cooling
•  Reduced the number of bar fridges 
•  Reduced the number of personal heaters 
•  2 hour timers added to air conditioners in meeting rooms
•  Air conditioning reduced/replaced in data centre and 

temperature set point adjusted

Equipment
•  More efficient dishwashers
•  Improved holiday shutdown practices
•  Hot water urns switch on/off through an electrical 

automation system 

Lighting 
•  Excess  LED lights de-lamped 
•  Electrical automation system programmed for lights 

manual on/auto off 
•  Infrared sensors installed to meeting room projectors 
•  LED lighting upgrade 
•  Electrical automation system shut down of lighting on 

weekends (with 1 hour timer)

Communications
•  Improved communication with staff on energy saving 

Owner initiatives
Base building energy conservation measures put into 
place since 2005:

2005–2012
Heating and cooling
•  Heating and cooling system reprogrammed for greater 

efficiency (24oC in summer 22oC in winter)
•  Heating reprogrammed to shut down at 5pm every day

Equipment
•  Same initiatives as tenant as well as the installation of 

solar hot water systems

Lighting 

•  Same initiatives and upgrades as tenant
•  Infrared sensors installed in toilets 

Further opportunities under 
consideration
•  Install combined urns and chilled water units
•  Photocopiers and printers switch on/off through 

electrical automation system
•  Investigation into the automation of lights so they 

switch off when adequate sunlight is present
•  Investigation into solar photo voltaic system
•  Infrared sensors for kitchens, foyers, meeting rooms, 

store rooms and external lighting

Things you should be aware of when 
upgrading to LED lighting
Undertake a lighting assessment prior to implementation 
to ensure that areas are not over or under lit.

Conform to the ACT Government Property Group 
decision to  install LED T8 replacement tubes that are 
internally wired to receive electricity at one end only 
with opposite end a dummy (non-electrical 0 volts, no 
short circuit). 

Place a warning sticker in the light fitting defining wiring 
type and warn against incorrect replacement such as 
fluorescent or differently wired LED. 

About LED
LED lighting offers reduced environmental impact 
through:
• 50-60% less energy than fluorescents
• Long life (around 50,000 hrs) 
• Reduced CO2 emissions
• No harmful UV light or mercury

Further information
ACTSmart Government Energy and Water Program

Call:  6205 1574
Email:  ACTSmart@act.gov.au
Online: ACTSmart.act.gov.au 

Free Energy and Water advice for  
ACT Government sites (owned and tenanted) 


